Funny Animals Worksheet 1
Verbs
Item 4770-1

Read the verbs.

hop

Trace the verbs.

hop

Write the verbs.

run
climb

Use the verbs to complete each sentence.

The bunny can ________.

The tiger can ________.

The cat can ________.
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Funny Animals

Read the words.
and

Trace the words.

Write the words.

Use the words to complete each sentence.
The bunny _______ the frog _______ hop.
The tiger _______ the alligator _______ run.
The cat _______ the bear _______ climb.
Funny Animals

Read the verbs. 

**hop**

Trace the verbs. 

**hop**

**run**

**climb**

Write the verbs. 

____________________

____________________

____________________

Use the verbs to complete each sentence.

The bunny can **hop**.

The tiger can **run**.

The cat can **climb**.
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Read the words.

and

can

Trace the words.

and

can

Write the words.

and

can

Use the words to complete each sentence.

The bunny and the frog can hop.

The tiger and the alligator can run.

The cat and the bear can climb.